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Introducing the new FOUR SERIES, to be all about the essential. FOUR SERIES 7" that delivers
instant gratification, zero processing timeÂ .Q: Integration Testing in AngularJS based Websites I
am new to angular js and we have a requirement where I am writing a simple angular app. My
question is can I test my application using only javascript and there are no selenium. Or shall I
stick to Mocking only the JavaScript and not the HTML? A: For small projects (development and

testing/debugging) you don't have to separate anything. But as your project grows you will need
to separate frontend (js) from backend (nodejs). That's where you will need to write tests for

frontend specific pieces. Even though you're going to write tests in the same language as you're
consuming it you still use different testing frameworks. And because you're going to have your
tests in the same language (JavaScript) you don't have to do any mocking. For example if your
app is built with angular and you're writing tests with Jest you will have something like this in

your package.json. "scripts": { "test": "jest" } and later, when you run npm run test it will go for
jest and run all the unit/integration tests. In angular2+ you will need to specify the testing

options (TypeScript) for the test so that you can have something like this in your package.json
"jest": { "options": { "tsconfig": "tsconfig.spec.json" } } Also, for big projects you need to test at
least all of your business logic. That's where you will use things like mocks, injectable classes,
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factories, service calls etc. You will need to write tests for everything that can fail in a frontend
app. I wrote a tutorial how to write tests for Angular. If you're using Angular + Jest you will have
something like this in your Jest configuration. "jest": { "testEnvironment": "node", "globals": {

"ts": false }, "transform": { "^.+\\.(ts|html|css)$
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